Sequence effects on the propeller twist of base pairs in DNA helices.
Molecular mechanics calculations are performed on all the ten base pair steps (duplex dimers) and also a number of trimer and tetramer duplexes comprising them, in an attempt to systematically examine the possible base sequence effects on the magnitudes of propeller twists of base pairs at a given step. The analysis reveals that though propeller twist is a base pair property, it behaves very much like other base step parameters such as slide, roll, twist etc., Hence, it may be necessary to monitor the nature and variation of magnitudes of pt at a step. Calculations performed on 45 out of the 136 unique tetramer combinations involving all the ten unique base steps show that the difference in magnitudes of propeller twists of the base pairs of a given step has been found to be either steep or moderate depending on base pairs that flank the base step. These observations compare very well with the available experimental data. Tetramer sequences, wherein a base pair of a base step repeats in the same direction, exhibit a relatively steep difference in propeller twist at the step. Tetramers other than these exhibit moderate difference in propeller twist. Such sequences are broadly classified as type-I and type-II respectively. Practically all the tetrads considered in the study, excepting those with GT step and a few involving CG and GC steps, conform to the above classification.